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A: Winrar is not enough, you need to compress file with 7Zip, unpack it then rename your executable file to AdobeCaptivate.exe 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a DC power source apparatus and a vehicle power source apparatus having the DC power source apparatus. The vehicle power source apparatus is employed in, for example, electric automobiles or hybrid automobiles, for driving
a motor. 2. Related Art In conventional electric automobiles, an electric motor is driven by generated DC power in a high-voltage electric power system. In this case, the electric power system is equipped with an electric power storage apparatus such as a battery or a capacitor. In the case of the electric automobile, DC power supplied from the battery is converted by a DC/DC converter into DC power having a
predetermined voltage and a predetermined current to be supplied to the electric motor. The DC/DC converter is designed to drive the electric motor by using the DC power having a constant voltage and a constant current, which is supplied from the battery, even when a power demand of the electric motor varies. In the case of the hybrid automobile, an internal combustion engine is also used for generating DC
power. In this case, the DC power is generated by the DC/DC converter equipped in a high-voltage electric power system. In the case of the electric automobile, a battery having a high energy density is used as the electric power source. Therefore, the electric automobile is designed to be driven by the generated DC power having the constant voltage and the constant current, supplied from the battery. On the other
hand, in the case of the hybrid automobile, a battery having a low energy density is used as the electric power source. Therefore, the hybrid automobile is designed to be driven by the generated DC power having the constant voltage and the constant current, supplied from an AC/DC converter. The AC/DC converter changes the voltage of AC power to be supplied to a load, and supplies the generated DC power to
the load from the DC side of a DC/DC converter. For example, Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 7-243767 describes the art related to the hybrid automobile. The art employs a configuration in which a high-voltage DC/DC converter and a low-voltage DC/DC converter are combined with each other and the input power is controlled. In the art described in the Patent Document, the high-
voltage DC/ ba244e880a
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